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Abstract

The most precise branching fraction measurement of the decay B0 → D0K+K−

is reported from an analysis of 3.0 fb−1 of pp collision data collected with the
LHCb detector at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. Its branching fraction is
measured relative to that of the topologically similar decay B0 → D0π+π− to be

B(B0 → D0K+K−)

B(B0 → D0π+π−)
= (6.9± 0.4± 0.3)%,

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The first
observation of the decay B0

s → D0K+K− decays is also presented. The relative
branching fraction is measured to be

B(B0
s → D0K+K−)

B(B0 → D0K+K−)
= (94.1± 8.9± 8.5)%.

Using the branching fraction of B0 → D0π+π−, the values B
(
B0 → D0K+K−

)
=

(6.1± 0.4± 0.3± 0.3)× 10−5 and B
(
B0
s → D0K+K−

)
= (5.7± 0.5± 0.5± 0.5)×

10−5 are obtained, where the third systematic uncertainties are related to the
branching fraction of the normalisation B0 → D0π+π− and B0 → D0K+K− modes,
respectively. These channels are of interest to study the mechanisms behind hadronic
B decays, and open new possibilities for CP violation analyses with larger data sets.
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1 Introduction1

The precise measurement of the angle γ of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)2

Unitarity Triangle [1,2] is a central topic in flavour physics experiments. Its determination3

at the sub-degree level in open-charm b-hadron tree-level decays is in general theoretically4

clean [3, 4] and would provide a standard candle for a sensitivity to new physics effects by5

testing the global consistency of the Standard Model [5], well beyond the accessible energy6

scales of direct searches at LHC. In addition to the B-factories of the last decade, various7

recent results from LHCb [6–8] give a constraint on γ with an uncertainty of around8

5◦. However not a single measurement dominates in this world average, as the current9

most accurate ones have an accuracy of O(20◦) [9, 10]. Alternate methods are thus highly10

welcome to improve further the precision. Among them, the decay B0
s → Dφ is one of11

the modes with potential to make a significant impact on the overall determination of12

γ [11–14]. Moreover, a Dalitz plot analysis of B0
s → DK+K− can further improve the13

sensitivity to γ due to heightened sensitivity to interference effects, as well as allowing a14

determination of φs, the CP -violating phase in the B0
s–B

0
s system, with minimal theoretical15

uncertainties [15].16

The mode B0
s → Dφ has yet been observed with an early data set of 1.0 fb−1 by17

LHCb [16]. The observation of B0 → D0K+K− and an evidence of B0
s → D0K+K− have18

also previously been reported by LHCb with 0.62 fb−1 [17]. The measured branching frac-19

tions are B
(
B0 → D0K+K−

)
= (4.7± 0.9± 0.6± 0.5)× 10−5 and B

(
B0
s → D0K+K−

)
=20

(4.2 ± 1.3 ± 0.9 ± 1.1) × 10−5, where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is21

systematic, and third uncertainty arises from the known B0 → D0π+π− branching fraction22

at that time. Those decays can be mediated by the decay diagrams shown in Fig. 1.23

Figure 1: Sample decay diagrams that contribute to the B0
(s) → D0K+K− final states via (top)

(a) and (b) W -exchange, (bottom) (c) and (d) rescattering from a colour-suppressed decay.

In this paper we present an improved measurement of the branching fraction measure-24

ment of the decay B0 → D0K+K− and the first observation of the decay B0
s → D0K+K−.25

Their branching fractions are measured relative to that of the topologically similar and26

abundant decay B0 → D0π+π−. The analysis presented in this paper is based on a27
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data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1 of pp collision data28

collected with the LHCb detector. Approximately one third of the data was obtained29

during 2011 when the collision center-of-mass energy was
√
s = 7 TeV and the rest during30

2012 with
√
s = 8 TeV. In addition to the increased data set size (i.e. factor 5), those31

measurements benefit from recent improved knowledge of the decays B0
(s) → D0K−π+ [18],32

Λ0
b → D0ph− [19], and B0 → D0π+π− [20]. A revisited selection and a more sophisticated33

treatment of the various backgrounds are also deployed, as well as improvements in the34

handling of detector reconstruction and data triggering efficiencies, leading to an overall35

decrease of the magnitude of systematic uncertainties.36

This paper is structured as follows. A brief description of the LHCb detector as well37

as the reconstruction and simulation software is given in Sect. 2. Signal selection and38

background suppression strategies are summarized in Sect. 3. The characterization of the39

various remaining backgrounds and their modelling are described in Sect. 4 and the fit to40

the D0π+π− and D0K+K− candidate invariant mass distributions to extract the signal41

event yields is presented in Sect. 5. The computation of the efficiencies needed to derive42

branching fraction is explained in Sect. 6 and the evaluation of systematic uncertainties43

is described in Sect. 7. The present analysed data set does not yet permit to perform a44

Dalitz plot analysis of the B0
(s) → D0K+K− decays, but a preliminary inspection of the45

Dalitz plane is reported together with the results on the branching fraction in Sect. 8, as46

a conclusion.47

2 Detector and simulation48

The LHCb detector [21, 22] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the49

pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or50

c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-51

strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [23], a large-area silicon-strip52

detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and53

three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [24] placed downstream of54

the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, of charged55

particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0%56

at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact57

parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT is the com-58

ponent of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of charged59

hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH)60

detectors [25]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system61

consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter62

and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating63

layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers [26].64

The online event selection is performed by a trigger which consists of a hardware stage,65

based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software66

stage, which applies a full event reconstruction. At the hardware trigger stage, events are67

required to have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron with high transverse68

energy in the calorimeters. For hadrons, the transverse energy threshold is 3.5 GeV. A69

global hardware trigger decision is thus ascribed to the reconstructed candidate, the rest70

of the event or a combination of both; events triggered as such are defined respectively71
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as triggered on signal (TOS), triggered independently of signal (TIS), and triggered on72

both. The software trigger requires a two-, three- or four-track secondary vertex with73

a significant displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices (PVs). At least one74

charged particle must have a transverse momentum pT > 1.7 GeV/c and be inconsistent75

with originating from a PV. A multivariate algorithm [27] is used for the identification of76

secondary vertices consistent with the decay of a b hadron.77

Candidates that are consistent with the decay chain B0
(s) → D0K+K−, D0 → K+π−78

(Cabibbo-favoured) are selected and the inclusion of charge conjugate modes is implied79

throughout this paper. In order to reduce systematic uncertainties in the measurement,80

the topologically similar decay D0π+π−, which has previously been well studied [20,28],81

is used as a normalisation channel and is selected in a similar way. Tracks are required to82

be consistent with either the kaon or pion hypothesis, as appropriate, based on particle83

identification (PID) information from the RICH detectors. All other selection criteria were84

tuned on the D0π+π− channel. The large yields available in the normalisation sample85

allow the selection to be based on data, though the efficiencies are determined using86

Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events. Simulated events are not only used to characterize87

the detector response to signal, as MC simulation is also employed to study certain types88

of background events. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [29]89

with a specific LHCb configuration [30]. Decays of hadronic particles are described90

by EvtGen [31], in which final-state radiation is generated using Photos [32]. The91

interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented92

using the Geant4 toolkit [33] as described in Ref. [34].93

3 Selection criteria and rejection of backgrounds94

3.1 Pre-filtering and initial selections95

Among the triggered events a pre-filtering of the data is performed, where signal B0
(s)96

candidates are formed by combining D0 candidates, reconstructed in the decay channel97

K+π−, with two additional track candidates of opposite charge. Reconstructed tracks are98

required to be of good quality and to be inconsistent with originating from a PV. They99

are also required to have sufficiently high p and pT. The D0 daughters are required to100

form a good quality vertex and to have an invariant mass within 100 MeV/c2 of the known101

D0 mass [35]. The D0 candidates and the two charged track candidates are required to102

form a good vertex. The reconstructed D0 and B0 vertices are required to be significantly103

displaced from the PV. To improve the B0
(s) candidate invariant mass resolution, unless104

specifically stated otherwise, a kinematic fit [36] is used, constraining the B0
(s) momentum105

and the D0 candidate to its known mass [35], and where the charged tracks are assigned106

to the K or π mass hypothesis, as appropriate. Only candidates with an invariant mass107

within the range [4700; 6000] MeV/c2 are then kept for further usage.108

An additional selection is then applied to reduce by almost two orders of magnitude109

the various sources of combinatorial backgrounds, which nature is mostly common to the110

signal and normalisation modes. It constitutes a step forward beyond the above described111

pre-filtering. This selection is mainly based on kinematic and topological variables. It has112

been designed while using as a proxy for signal mode a Monte Carlo sample of the control113

channel B0 → D0π+π−, where no particle identification (PID) requirements are applied,114
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and data B0 → D0π+π− candidates lying in the upper-mass sideband [5400; 5600] MeV/c2,115

as a background sample. For the B0
(s) (D0) meson candidate a better goodness of the116

decay vertex fit and a larger (in)consistency with originating from the PV are required. By117

forcing the reconstructed D0 vertex to be displaced downstream from the reconstructed118

B0
(s) vertex, along the beam axis direction, backgrounds from both charmless B decays119

and direct prompt charm production, as well as fake reconstructed D0 coming from120

the PV, are reduced to a negligible level. The directions of the B0
(s) momentum vector121

and the line joining the PV to the B0
(s) vertex are requested to be aligned, as expected122

for the nominal reconstructed decay chain. The resolution of the reconstructed D0
123

mesons is about 8 MeV/c2; in order to reject most of the background originated from the124

D0 → K+K− and π+π− modes, only D0 candidates within ±25 MeV/c2 of the known125

mass [35] are kept. The invariant mass window of the decays D0h+h− is finally reduced126

to the range [5115; 6000] MeV/c2, which permits to study the B0
(s) signal regions and127

keeps a sufficiently large upper sideband to determine accurately the slope of the survival128

combinatorial background. The tighter lower mass limit helps in removing complicated129

partially reconstructed background and has a tiny impact on the accuracy of the signal130

yields extraction.131

The world average of the branching fraction B(B0 → D0π+π−) = (8.8± 0.5)× 10−4 [35]132

is mainly driven by the Belle [28] and LHCb measurements [20]. This value is used as a133

reference for the extraction of the branching fractions of the decays B0
(s) → D0K+K−.134

However, the large contribution from the exclusive decay chain B0 → D∗−(2010)π+,135

D∗−(2010)→ D0π− ((1.85± 0.09)× 10−3 [35]) is not included in the above quoted value.136

In order to use this world average, the same criterion on D∗(2010)− veto, as applied137

by Belle, has been deployed. The veto strategies slightly differ for Belle and LHCb138

papers. The PDG average is calculated based on the Belle option, as adopted here, and139

taking into account the scale factor discussed in Ref. [20] to align measurements with a140

different veto. It consists in rejecting events with candidates m(D0π±)−m(D0) within141

±4.8 MeV/c2 the expected mass difference [35], which corresponds to ±6 times the LHCb142

detector resolution on this quantity. Due to the copious rate of the D∗±(2010) production,143

there could be a significant contribution to the background to B0
(s) → D0K+K− from144

this source, with a mis-identification on direct B daughters. Therefore, the same veto145

criterion is applied to D0K+K− candidates, as for the D0π+π− normalisation mode,146

where the invariant mass difference m(D0π±)−m(D0) is computed after having assigned147

a π mass to the K mesons.148

The initial selection ends with requiring that the D0 daughter tracks are positively149

identified by the PID system. In order to exclude a possible source of systematic uncertainty,150

events with tracks whose RICH detectors can not separate properly kaons and pions151

are rejected. Those criteria are based on the properties and geometry of the RICH152

detectors [25] and on the only selection of tracks within kinematic regions where reasonable153

PID performance is achieved, as determined by calibration samples ofD∗+ → D0(K−π+)π+
154

decays. This acceptance selection is more than 90% efficient for B0 → D0π+π− signal,155

as estimated with MC simulation. Although the D0 candidates are selected in a quite156

narrow mass window, it has been computed with MC simulation that a tiny fraction of157

D0 → K+K− (∼ 4.5×10−5) and π+π− (∼ 3.0×10−4) decays, with respect to the genuine158

D0 → K+π− signal is still selected without any PID requirement. On the other hand, as the159

D-meson flavour can not be determined from any other part of the decay chain, in the case160
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where both the kaon and the pion from a doubly-Cabibbo suppressed D0 → K+π− decay161

are correctly identified and reconstructed, the D0 flavour is mis-identified. This is expected162

to occur in about 36 cases with respect to 10, 000 genuine D0 → K+π− signal decays,163

according to their relative branching fractions [35]. However, such an effect does not impact164

the measurements of ratio of branching fractions B(B0 → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−)165

and B(B0
s → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0K+K−), as the resulting dilution is the same at the166

numerator and the denominator and therefore eventually cancels out. So, to fully remove167

the residual background events (i.e. D0 → K+K− and π+π−), PID requirements are set168

to a very loose configuration, where the kaon (pion) is positively identified and the pion169

(kaon) and proton hypotheses are rejected.170

3.2 Multivariate analysis171

Once the initial selections have been implemented, a multivariate analysis (MVA) is applied172

to further discriminate signal from combinatorial background. This multivariate analysis173

allows to deal with all variables simultaneously in order to tune selections and optimize174

statistical significance. The optimization of this MVA has been performed with the TMVA175

package [37] and tuned with a data driven method with the B0 → D0π+π− control channel.176

For that purpose only, a very loose PID criterion on the pions of the π+π− pair is set,177

where the pion hypothesis is required and the kaon and proton options are rejected. As178

described in Sect. 3.1, only π+π− pairs, corresponding to reasonable PID performances,179

have been considered. The sPlot technique [38] is used to statistically separate signal and180

background events with the B0 candidate mass used as the discriminating variable. The181

sPlot weights (sWeights) obtained from this procedure are applied to the candidates to182

obtain signal and background distributions that are used to train the discriminant.183

To compute the sWeights, the signal and combinatorial background yields are de-184

termined using an unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit to the invariant mass185

distribution of B0 candidates. The fit uses a Crystal Ball (CB) function [39] convoluted186

with a Gaussian function for the signal distribution and an exponential function for the187

combinatorial background distribution in the mass range of [5240; 5420] MeV/c2. To com-188

pute the sWeights, the above fit is repeated within the signal region [5240; 5320] MeV/c2,189

with all the parameters frozen to the initial fit, except the number of the signal and the190

background events, that are found to be 44, 695± 537 and 81, 708± 570, respectively and191

correspond to a signal purity of (35.4±0.6)%. Then the distributions of the discriminating192

observables are computed from the B0 → D0π+π− data candidates as inputs for MVA193

training. Distributions have been weighted with signal sWeights for MVA signal events194

and weighted with combinatorial background sWeights for MVA background events. Half195

of this sWeighted data was randomly used for the actual training, while the other half196

was used for testing against over-training.197

Several sets of discriminating variables (up to 14), as well as various MVA methods,198

including a Fisher discriminant [40], an artificial neural network (MLP) and two boosted199

decision trees (BDT and BDTG) [37], have been tested. All the distributions of the 14200

tested discriminating variables were proven to have weak correlations (i.e. < 1.6%) with201

that of the invariant mass mD0π+π− of the B0 candidates, that was used for the projection202

based on the sPlot technique. They use information about the topology and the kinematic203

properties of the event, vertex quality, IP and pT of the tracks, track multiplicity in 3D204

cones around the B0 candidate, relative flight distances between the B0 and D0 vertices205
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Figure 2: Distributions of the Fisher discriminant, for preselected B0 → D0π+π− data candi-
dates, in the mass range [5240; 5320] MeV/c2, in (black) line and training sWeighted samples:
triangles (blue), for signal, circles (red) for background, and squares (green) for their sum
(the various training samples distributions have been scaled by a factor 2). Superimposed MC
simulated sample of B0 → D0K+K− signal is displayed as hatched histogram (cyan). It has been
normalized to expected number of B0 → D0π+π− signal candidates (44, 695). The simulated
sample has been generated uniformly within the accessible phase space (PHSP) kinematics limits
of the Dalitz plot. The vertical dashed (magenta) line indicates the position of the nominal
selection cut.

and from the PV. Finally, with a marginal loss of discrimination power, only 5 variables,206

with the highest discrimination power, were kept: the smallest values of χ2
IP and pT for207

the tracks of the π+π− pair, the B flight distance χ2, the D χ2
IP, and a variable, which is208

the signed minimum cosine of the angle between the direction of one of the two π+π− B0
209

daughters and the D0 meson, as projected in the transversal plane with respect to the210

beam axis. Very similar separation performances have been measured for the Fisher option211

and the other tested non-linear methods. The former linear option is quasi non-sensitive to212

over-training effects. In this case, the background rejection and signal selection efficiencies213

are also more easy to handle. Therefore, a nominal MVA configuration based on the214

Fisher discriminant with 5 discriminating variables was adopted. This choice was driven215

by performances, simplicity and robustness of the retained option, in order to minimize216

possible systematic uncertainties related to that selection.217

Figure 2 displays the Fisher distributions of the sWeighted training samples (signal218

and background) and their sum compared to the data set of preselected B0 → D0π+π−219

candidates. Those distributions correspond to candidates in the invariant mass signal220

region. The distribution agree very well within the statistical uncertainties. A Kolmogorov-221

Smirnov test [41] quantifies this similarity to 96.6%. Based on the fitted numbers222

of signal (44, 695± 537) and background (81, 708± 570) candidates, a figure of merit223

Q(xF) = NS(xF)/
√
NS(xF) +NB(xF) has been defined to find an optimal operation point,224

where xF corresponds to a given value of the MVA Fisher response, and NS(xF) and225
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NB(xF) are the numbers of selected signal and background candidates above xF. Such a226

configuration corresponds to xF > −0.06, as drawn on Fig. 2, where the signal efficiency227

is (82.4± 0.4)% and the fraction of rejected background is (89.2± 1.0)%.228

The robustness of the method has been tested, when repeating the Fisher optimization,229

where the training is performed with MC simulated signal B0 → D0π+π− decays, generated230

uniformly within the accessible phase space (PHSP) kinematics limits of the Dalitz plot,231

and preselected data candidates lying in the upper-sideband: mD0π+π− > 5320 MeV/c2.232

Each distribution of the 5 discriminating variables, computed that way, has been compared233

with its equivalent sWeighted training sample. A good agreement has been obtained234

both for the signal and background samples. Finally, the resulting Fisher distribution has235

been compared against that of the preselected B0 → D0π+π− data set distribution. Here236

again a quite fair similarity has been observed. However, as expected, the compatibility237

is slightly worse than for the fully data-driven nominal method. Indeed, The latter is238

more realistic and then less related to any possible sizable systematic effects, as it is not239

build on possible ambiguities related to the simulation of the generated signals and it240

does not rely on the modelling of the detector response, nor on the machine conditions241

and background descriptions etc..242

On Fig. 2, the corresponding Fisher distribution of MC PHSP simulated243

B0 → D0K+K− signal has been superimposed to the distributions of the Fisher dis-244

criminant elaborated with the nominal training method on D0π+π− sWeighted data. Here245

again, a good compatibility is observed in between the sWeighted signal and the MC246

simulation. It should be noticed that all the preselections are similar for the simulated247

events except the additional PID request on h+h− pair of the B0 → D0h+h− decays.248

3.3 Particle identification of h+h− pairs249

After that all the selections have been applied, specific PID requirements are set to250

the charged tracks h± of the B0
(s) → D0h+h− decays to distinguish the control channel251

B0 → D0π+π− and the B0
(s) → D0K+K− modes. Those criteria are the only difference252

in the selection of the modes π+π− and K+K−. They are based on the optimization of253

the expected statistical significance (Q) of the signals. This optimization is performed on254

MC simulated samples. As described in Sect. 3.1, the h+h− pairs with an ambiguous PID255

information are rejected.256

For the B0 → D0π+π− mode, the π± candidates must satisfy the same PID pion257

hypothesis and deny the kaon and proton options. The tuning of the former PID258

requirements has been done while comparing a MC sample of B0 → D0π+π− signal and259

a combination of MC samples, which models the mis-identified backgrounds. The PID260

information for those various MC samples has been corrected with data control samples261

as described in Sect. 6.1. This combination of backgrounds is made with the main262

expected sources originating from B0 → D0K+K−, B0
s → D0K+K−, B0 → D0K+π−,263

B0
s → D0K−π+, Λ0

b → D0pπ−, and Λ0
b → D0pK− decays. It has been properly normalized264

by taking into account branching fractions of each decay [35]. The optimal value of Q has265

been computed over the full mass range mD0ππ− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2. Such a procedure266

has been repeated for the two B0
(s) → D0K+K− channels, where the model for the267

mis-identified background is composed with the decays: B0 → D0π+π−, B0 → D0K+π−,268

B0
s → D0K−π+, Λ0

b → D0pπ−, and Λ0
b → D0pK−. In this case, the K± candidates are269
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positively identified as kaons and the pions and proton configurations are vetoed.270

In both cases, the optimization studies have shown that already for loose PID configu-271

rations the optimum values of Q are reached and stay relatively stable when PID criteria272

become tighter. In the π+π− configuration, Q evolves more slowly than for the K+K−273

modes. This is due to a faster drop on signal efficiency, when two kaons are required to be274

more strictly identified simultaneously, while the mis-identified backgrounds are quickly275

rejected in both cases. Therefore, conservatively, loose configurations have been chosen in276

order to favour highest possible signal efficiencies. This corresponds to signal efficiencies277

higher than 95% and 90% and rejections of the modelled mis-identified backgrounds of278

about 55% and 70%, for the π+π− and K+K− modes, respectively. This nominal PID279

configuration limits possible systematic uncertainties due to data and MC simulation280

discrepancies, which arise when computing signal efficiencies related to PID (see Sect.6).281

Even if those PID criteria are tighter than those of the D0-meson daughters, as explained282

in Sect. 3.1, the mis-identified backgrounds have to be studied with care (see Sect. 4.1).283

3.4 Multiple candidates284

At that stage of the analysis, more than one candidate can be selected for a single event.285

Indeed, there are 88, 606 candidates for 87, 552 D0π+π− events and 8178 candidates for286

8114 D0K+K− events (i.e. a relative fraction of multiple candidates that is similar in287

both samples: 1.2% and 0.8%). There are two ordered kinds of multiple candidates met288

in this analysis. Type 1 corresponds to cases where during track fits, several tracks or289

hits are relevant to build a B and/or a D vertex. In this case, at least one of the reduced290

χ2 of the B0
(s) or D0 candidates vertices is different between the various candidates. The291

candidate with the smallest sum of the B0
(s) and D0 reduced vertex χ2 is then kept. Type292

2 occurs if type 1 is not encountered. Two candidates may be present, where two mass293

hypotheses are relevant during the track reconstruction of D0 daughters. For the first294

candidate the mass hypothesis for the pair of D daughters is K+π− and for the second295

candidate the mass hypothesis is π+K−. The reduced χ2 of vertex are the same for the296

two candidates, the track momentum are the same, only the energy of D0 daughter tracks297

are different between the two candidates. The PID requirements for the 2 options K+π−298

and π+K−, as described in Sect. 3.1, are compared and the candidate corresponding299

to the configuration with the highest PID probability is kept. In order to introduce no300

bias on mD0h+h− during the choice of the best candidate, it has been checked with MC301

simulation that the variables used for selection are fully uncorrelated with the invariant302

mass mD0h+h− . Anyway if there is any, even non negligible, it cancels at leading order in303

the computation of the ratio B(B0 → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−). Therefore, latter in304

this paper, no systematic uncertainty is assigned to the choice of the best candidate.305

4 Background characterization and modelling306

4.1 Background characterization307

The various sources of contamination to the B0
(s) → D0h+h− signals can be described by308

four main categories: combinatorial background, charmless, mis-identified, and partially309

reconstructed backgrounds from b-hadron decays.310
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The combinatorial background arises from events formed by random tracks, which do311

not come from a single decay. It is present over the full invariant mass window mD0h+h− .312

For the B0 → D0π+π− mode, no physical signal is expected in the upper sideband313

[5320; 6000] MeV/c2 [42], this region is conserved to determine the slope of the linear314

function modelling the combinatorial background. For B0
(s) → D0K+K− candidates, there315

are two signal regions: [5240; 5320] MeV/c2, for the B0 mesons, and [5327; 5407] MeV/c2,316

for the B0
s . The large mass window [5115; 6000] MeV/c2 permits to determine accurately317

the slope of the linear function that models the combinatorial background too.318

The charmless background events are from decays without a D meson. Those events319

correspond to genuine B0 → K+π−h+h− decays, as B0 → K∗(892)0ρ0 or K∗(892)0φ(1020),320

or from the association of random tracks. This source of background is reduced to a321

negligible level, in the initial selections (see Sect. 3.1), by requiring D0 vertex to be322

displaced downstream from the reconstructed B0
(s) vertex, along the beam axis direction.323

The mis-identified background events are originated from a real b-hadron decay, where324

at least one track is not correctly identified in the decay chain. For the B0 → D0π+π−325

mode, 3 modes requiring a dedicated modelling have been identified: B0 →D0K+π−, B0
s326

→D0K−π+ and Λ0
b → D0pπ−. Using the MC simulation and recent measurements for the327

various branching fractions [18,19,35,43] and for the fragmentation factor ratios fs/fd [44]328

and fΛ0
b
/fd [45], it has been estimated that their relative yields with respect to that of the329

signal are expected to be over the whole mass window mD0π+π− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2330

(%): 1.3± 0.2, 3.7± 0.7, and 3.0± 2.8, respectively. Note that due the the applied PID331

(see Sect. 3.3), the expected contributions from B0
(s) → D0K+K− are tiny and therefore332

is hereafter neglected. For the B0
(s) → D0K+K− channels, the modes of interest are: B0

333

→D0K+π−, B0
s →D0K−π+, Λ0

b → D0pK−, and Λ0
b → D0pπ−. Similarly, their relative334

contribution with respect to that of the B0 → D0K+K− signal have been estimated335

to be over the invariant mass interval mD0K+K− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2 (%): 2.7± 0.7,336

8.1 ± 2.2, 5.6 ± 5.4, and 1.6 ± 1.7, respectively. Here also, the expected contribution337

from B0 → D0π+π− is expected to be negligible, due to the double positive identification338

of the kaons, and therefore hereafter is neglected. For the various B0
(s) → D0h+h−339

signals, the expected yields of the backgrounds related to decays of Λ0
b baryons can not be340

predicted accurately, due the limited knowledge of the branching fractions of the modes341

Λ0
b → D0pK− and D0pπ− [19] and of the fragmentation factor ratio fΛ0

b
/fd [45].342

Finally, the partially reconstructed background events correspond to real b-hadron343

decays, where a neutral particle is not reconstructed and possibly with a mis-identification344

of other particles. The γ or the π0 in decays like B0
(s) → D∗0h+h−, where D∗0 → D0γ or345

D∗0 → D0π0, are not fully reconstructed, so that one of the two B direct daughters h±346

can be mis-identified. The candidates for this kind of background are therefore lying in347

the low mass region mD0h+h− < 5240 MeV/c2. Such backgrounds are not fully rejected348

by the selections described in Sect. 3, which are mainly optimised on upper sidebands349

(mD0h+h− ∈ [5400; 5600] MeV/c2). For B0 → D0π+π−, the main contributors that need350

special treatment are: B0
s → D∗0K−π+ and B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π−, which branching351

fractions are yet unknown or still un-accurately measured [46]. While using the MC352

simulation and the available information on the branching fractions [35] or by making353

the rough assumption that B(B0
s → D∗0K−π+) and B(B0

s → D0K−π+) are equal (as for354

this is roughly the case for B+ → D0π+ and D∗0π+ decays [35]), it has been estimated355

than those two backgrounds are expected to be (%): 1.8± 0.4 and 16.9± 2.7 that of the356
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signal over the whole mass window mD0π+π− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2. Similarly, for the357

B0
(s) → D0K+K− channels, one shall pay attention to the decays: B0

s → D∗0K−π+ and358

B0
s → D∗0[D0π0/γ]K+K−, and their relative contributions are estimated to be roughly359

(%): 8.4± 2.9 and 12.8± 6.7 / 5.5± 2.9, that of the signal over the invariant mass interval360

mD0K+K− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2. The contributions from those backgrounds seem to361

be somewhat larger than those of the former category (i.e. mis-identified background),362

however, those backgrounds are mainly located in the regions below those of the signals363

(mD0h+h− < 5240 MeV/c2). And again, these numbers are obtained from PHSP MC364

simulation, i.e. without considering the effects from the contribution of intermediate365

resonances in the decays (Dalitz distribution) and only serve as a reference.366

4.2 Signal modelling367

The distributions of the invariant masses of the B0
(s) → D0h+h− signals are parametrised368

with two CB functions, with common means, the signals probability density functions369

(PDFs) are defined as:370

Psig(m) = fCB × CB(m;m0, σ1, α1, n1) + (1− fCB)× CB(m;m0, σ2, α2, n2). (1)

The tail parameters α1,2 and n1,2 parameters are fixed using PHSP MC samples.The mean371

value m0, the resolutions σ1 and σ2, and the fraction fCB between the two CB functions372

are left free for the fit on the control channel. For the fit on B0
(s) → D0K+K− data, the373

resolutions σ1 and σ2 are fixed to those obtained with the B0 → D0π+π− mode, while374

the mean value m0 and the relative fraction of the two Crystal Ball fCB functions are left375

free. For B0
s → D0K+K− the same function as for B0 → D0K+K− is used, the mean376

values are free but the mass difference between B0
s and B0 is fixed to the PDG value:377

∆mB = 87.35± 0.23 MeV/c2 [35].378

4.3 Combinatorial background modelling379

For all channels, the combinatorial background is modelled with a linear function where380

the slope acomb and the normalisation parameters ncomb. bkg are floated. The mass window381

extends up to 6000 MeV/c2 to be able to consider a region where the combinatorial382

background is the only background.383

4.4 Mis-identified and partially reconstructed background mod-384

elling385

The shape of the various components for the main mis-identified and partially reconstructed386

backgrounds, described in Sect. 4.1, have been studied for the final fits that are presented387

in the next section. Their contribution is modelled by histogram-based (non-parametric)388

PDFs built from high statistics exclusive signal MC simulation samples. Those shapes are389

determined using the RooKeysPdf technique [47]. During the final fits, the normalisation390

of each component is individually floated. For the control channel B0 → D0π+π−, a391

component for the decay B0 → D∗0[D0π0]π+π− is added and modelled by a Gaussian392

distribution. In the case of the B0
(s) → D0K+K− signal channels, the low mass background393

also includes a Gaussian distribution to model the decay B0 → D∗0K+K−. To be more394
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realistic, those RooKeysPdfs and Gaussian shapes are adjusted with correct smearing395

and shift parameters. Correction parameters for their resolution and average mass are396

obtained from the fit to the normalisation mode B0 → D0π+π− in data (see Sect. 5.2).397

4.5 Specific treatment of the Λ0
b → D0pπ−, Λ0

b → D0pK−, and398

Ξ0
b → D0pK− backgrounds399

Studies with MC simulation show that the distributions of the Λ0
b → D0pπ− and D0pK−400

background modes are broad below the B0
(s) → D0h+h− signals. Although their branching401

fractions have been recently measured [19], the broadness of the distributions of those402

backgrounds impacts the accuracy of the extraction of the B0
(s) → D0h+h− signal yields,403

especially the knowledge of the Λ0
b → D0pK− background noise that affects that of the404

B0
s → D0K−K+ signal. Despite this, those background distributions are narrow when the405

proton is explicitly searched for at LHCb [19]. Thus those channels can be reconstructed406

and their yields can be determined directly through data, by assuming that one of the407

two charged hadrons h± in the decays B0
(s) → D0h+h− is a proton (i.e. the hadron with408

an opposite charge to that of the kaon daughter of the D0).409

The invariant mass distribution of D0pπ− has been obtained for the B0 → D0π+π−410

candidates. A Gaussian distribution is used to model the Λ0
b → D0pπ− signal, while an411

exponential distribution is used for combinatorial background. The background modelling412

validity has been checked while assigning the proton mass hypothesis to the wrong pion413

in the B0 decay. Different fit regions have been tested, as well as a fitting configuration414

where the resolution Gaussian that models the of Λ0
b → D0pπ mass distribution has been415

fixed to that from the average of B0 → D0π+π−. The relative variations of the various416

configurations are compatible within their uncertainties; the largest deviations are used as417

the systematic uncertainties. Finally, the obtained yield for Λ0
b → D0pπ− is 1101± 144,418

including the former estimated systematic uncertainties. The latter number is then used419

as a Gaussian constraint in the fit to the D0π+π− invariant mass distribution presented420

in Sect. 5.2.421

The corresponding D0pK− and also D0pπ− distributions, have been reconstructed422

with the D0K−K+ data set. Five components are used to describe the data and to423

fit the two distributions simultaneously: Λ0
b → D0pK−, Ξ0

b → D0pK−, Λ0
b → D0pπ−,424

B0
s → D0K−π+, and combinatorial background. A small contribution from the Ξ0

b →425

D0pK− decay is seen and its contribution is then later implemented into the nominal426

D0K+K− fit, where its non-parametric PDF is obtained from MC simulation with the427

proper tuning (see Sect. 4.4). The Λ0
b → D0pπ− distribution is contaminated by the428

mis-identified backgrounds Λ0
b → D0pK−, Ξ0

b → D0pK−, and B0
s → D0K−π+ that are429

partially extending outside the fitted region. Their yields are then corrected according430

to their expected fractions as computed with the MC simulation. The Λ0
b → D0pK−,431

Ξ0
b → D0pK−, and Λ0

b → D0pπ− signals are modelled with Gaussian distributions, and432

since Ξ0
b → D0pK− yield is small, the mass difference between Λ0

b and Ξ0
b is fixed to its433

expected value [35]. The effect of this latter constraint has almost no impact and then is434

not associated with any systematic uncertainty. The combinatorial background is modelled435

with an exponential function, while other mis-identified backgrounds are modelled by436

non-parametric PDFs obtained with MC simulation. As for the previous case with B0 →437

D0π+π− candidates, various fitting configurations have been applied, leading to overall438
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consistent results, whose largest variations are used to assign systematic uncertainties for439

the extraction of the yields of the various components. A test was performed to include a440

specific cross-feed contribution from the channel B0
s → D0K+K−, that is expected to have441

larger effects since the B0 decays are further away and correspond to flat distributions.442

No noticeable effect was found, except on the rate of fitted B0
s → D0K−π+ contribution,443

nevertheless the outcome of this test has been included in the systematic uncertainty444

accounting. The obtained yields for Λ0
b → D0pK−, Ξ0

b → D0pπ−, and Λ0
b → D0pπ−445

are 193± 44, 64± 21, and 74± 32, respectively, where the systematic uncertainties are446

included. Here again, the latter numbers are then used as a Gaussian constraints in the447

fit to the D0K+K− mass distribution presented in Sect. 5.2.448

5 Extraction of signal yields449

5.1 The fitted likelihood function450

The total probability density function P totθ (mD0h+h−) of parameters θ, is used in the451

extended likelihood function452

LD0h+h− =
vn

n!
e−v

n∏
i=0

P totθ (mi,D0h+h−), (2)

where mi,D0h+h− is the invariant mass of event i and v is the expected total yields. The453

likelihood function LD0h+h− is maximized during the extented fit to the mD0h+h− invariant454

mass. For the mode B0 → D0π+π−:455

P totθ (mD0π+π−) = ND0π+π− × PB
0

sig (mD0π+π−) +
7∑
i=1

Ni,bkg × Pi,bkg(mD0π+π−). (3)

For the B0
(s) → D0K+K− decays:456

P totθ (mD0K+K−) = NB0→D0K+K− × PB
0

sig (mD0K+K−) (4)

+ NB0
s→D0K+K− × PB

0
s

sig (mD0K+K−)

+
9∑
i=1

Ni,bkg × Pi,bkg(mD0K+K−).

The PDFs used to model the signals P
B0

(s)

sig (mD0h+h−) are defined by Eq. 1. The PDFs of457

each of the 7 (D0π+π−) and 9 (D0K+K−) background components have been explained458

in Sect. 4, while NB0
(s)
→D0h+h− and Ni,bkg are the numbers of signal events and the yields459

of each background.460

5.2 Nominal fit and robustness tests461

The nominal fit to the data has been performed, using Minuit/Minos [48] and RooFit [49]462

packages, on the mass mass window mD0h+h− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2, which contains463

87, 552 (8114) D0π+π− (D0K+K−) candidates. The total PDF for D0π+π− distributions464
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Parameter D0π+π− D0K+K−

m0 ( MeV/c2) 5282.0± 0.1 5282.6± 0.3
σ1 ( MeV/c2) 9.7± 1.0 fixed at 9.7
σ2 ( MeV/c2) 16.2± 0.8 fixed at 16.2

fCB 0.3± 0.1 0.6± 0.1
acomb (×10−3) −3.2± 0.1 −1.3± 0.4

N(B0 → D0h+h−) 29, 943± 243 1918± 74
N(B0

s → D0h+h−) − 473± 33
ncomb. bkg 20, 266± 463 1720± 231

nB0
s→D0K−π− 923± 191 151± 47

nB0→D0K+π+ 2450± 211 131± 65
nΛ0

b→D0pK (constrained) − 197± 44

nΞ0
b→D0pK− (constrained) − 57± 20

nΛ0
b→D0pπ− (constrained) 1016± 136 74± 32

nB0
s→D∗0K−π+ 540 (fixed) 833± 185

nB0
s→D∗0K+K− − 775± 100

nB0→D∗0[D0γ]π+π− 7697± 325 −
nLow mass bkg 14, 914± 222 1632± 68
χ2/ndf 52/46 43/46

Table 1: Parameters from the nominal fit to D0π+π− and D0K+K− data samples on the mass
window mD0h+h− ∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2.

includes eight components. The total PDF for D0K+K− distributions includes eleven465

components. The parameters from the fits are given in Table 1.466

In the above, for D0π+π−, the fit initially returns a negative number of B0
s → D∗0K−π+

467

events, but consistent with 0, within statistical uncertainties (−2167±1514). As explained468

in Sect. 4.1, such a contribution is expected to be about 1.8% that of the signal, which469

corresponds to 540 events. The B0
s → D∗0K−π+ contribution lies in the lower mass region,470

where background contributions are complicated, but have little effects on the yields471

estimation for our signal. In the fit result listed in Table 1, this contribution is fixed to be472

540, the difference on the yields of signal when floating it is 77. This small difference is473

included in the final systematic consideration. The fit uses Gaussian constraints in the474

fitted likelihood function for the yields the 3 modes Λ0
b → D0pK−, Ξ0

b → D0pπ−, and475

Λ0
b → D0pπ−, as explained in Sect.4.5. The fitted yields for the 3 modes associated to the476

Λ0
b and Ξ0

b baryons are very close to their initial constraint.477

The numbers of signal events are: N(B0 → D0π+π−) = 29, 943± 243 and478

N(B0 → D0K+K−) = 1918± 74, N(B0
s → D0K+K−) = 473± 33, and the ratio479

rB0
s/B

0 ≡ N(B0
s → D0K+K−)/N(B0 → D0K+K−) equals 0.247± 0.017. It is clear that480

the B0
s → D0K+K− signal is unambiguously observed for the first time at much more481

than 5 standard deviations (i.e. 473/33 = 14.3). The χ2/ndf for each fit is good: 52/46482

(p-value= 25.2%), for the D0π+π− fit, and 43/46 (p-value= 55.9%), for the D0K+K−483

fit. Those fits are displayed together with the data distributions on Figs. 3 and 4, and484

on Figs. 5 and 6, for a view with a vertical logarithmic scale, in order to distinguish485

more easily the shape and the magnitude of each of the various background components.486
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Figure 3: Fit to D0π+π− data of mD0π+π− invariant mass.

For each of the 8 MeV/c2 wide bin of the histograms of the mD0h+h− invariant masses,487

containing ni candidates, the fit function gives nfiti ± σ
fit
i events. The pull for this bin is488

defined as pulli = (nfiti − ni)/σ
fit
i . The distributions of the pulls are also displayed on the489

above four figures. They show how good are the fits on a local scale basis, as everywhere490

the value of |pulli| is well within the ±4 standard deviations limit.491

For the D0K+K− modes, one can notice that the fitted contributions for the B0
s →492

D0K−π− and B0 → D0K+π+ decays are compatible with a non observation. These493

components have been removed one by one in the nominal fit. The results of those tests494

are compatible with the outputs of the nominal fit. Therefore, no systematic uncertainty495

is associated to that cross-check.496

Pseudo experiments have been generated using the nominal fit parameters with their497

uncertainties, to build 500 (1000) samples of D0π+π− (D0K+K−) candidates with an498

equivalent statistics to that of the data. The fit was then repeated on those sample to499

compute the 3 most important observables: N(B0 → D0π+π−), N(B0 → D0K+K−), and500

rB0
s/B

0 . No bias has been spotted while extracting the distributions of the 3 considered501

quantities. A coverage test was performed based on their associated pulls, as defined502

with respect to its corresponding generated value and for each pseudo experiment. The503

obtained distributions are all nicely Gaussian, with the right expected means and standard504

deviations, and statistical uncertainties on yields from the fit are well estimated.505
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Figure 4: Fit to D0K+K− data of mD0K+K− invariant mass.
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Figure 5: Fit to D0π+π− data of mD0π+π− invariant mass (logarithmic vertical scale).
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Figure 6: Fit to D0K+K− data of mD0K+K− invariant mass (logarithmic vertical scale).

6 Calculations of efficiencies506

6.1 Ratios of branching fractions and the various efficiency con-507

tributions508

The ratios of branching fractions are calculated as follows:509

B
(
B0 → D0K+K−

)
B
(
B0 → D0π+π−

) =
NB0→D0K+K−

NB0→D0π+π−
× εB0→D0π+π−

εB0→D0K+K−
, (5)

and510

B
(
B0
s → D0K+K−

)
B
(
B0 → D0K+K−

) =
NB0

s→D0K+K−

NB0→D0K+K−
× εB0→D0K+K−

εB0
s→D0K+K−

× 1

fs/fd
, (6)

where the yields are extracted from the fits described in Sect. 5 and the fragmentation511

factor ratio fs/fd is obtained from [44]. The calculation of ε, which represents the total512

signal efficiency, is now explained. It accounts for various effects related to reconstruction,513

triggering and selection of the B0
(s) → D0h+h− signal events, including PID, and varies514

across the Dalitz plane of those B-decays. It factorizes as follows:515

εtot = εgeom × εsel|geom × εPID|sel & geom × εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom, (7)

where εX|Y is the efficiency of X relatively to Y . The contribution εgeom is determined516

from the MC simulation, at generator level. It corresponds to the relative number of517

simulated signal events which decay products can be reconstructed within the LHCb518
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detector acceptance. The term εsel|geom accounts for the software part of the trigger system,519

the pre-filtering, the initial selection and the MVA Fisher selections efficiencies and for520

the effects related to the reconstruction of the charged tracks by the tracking system. It is521

computed with MC simulation, while the part related to the tracking includes corrections522

obtained from data control samples. Then comes the relative efficiency εPID|sel & geom
523

related to PID selection criteria. It is determined from the MC simulation corrected with524

pure and abundant calibration data samples, selected from kinematics criteria only, of525

D∗+ → D0π+ and Λ → pπ− events. Finally, εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom is related to the526

effects due to the hardware part of the trigger system. Its computation is described in the527

next section.528

As ratios of branching fractions are measured, only the values of ratios of efficiencies are529

of interest. Since the multiplicities of all the final states are the same, and the kinematic530

distributions of the decay products are similar, the uncertainties in the efficiencies largely531

cancel in the quoted ratios of branching fractions. The main difference comes from532

the PID criteria for the two kinds of h+h− pairs, which clearly diverges between the533

B0 → D0K+K− signal channel and the B0 → D0π+π− control channel in Eq. 5.534

6.2 Trigger efficiency535

The software part of the trigger operates when events are fully reconstructed, MC536

simulation is trustworthy for this part and it is therefore included in εsel|geom. For the537

hardware part, data taking effects need to be taken into account and a careful treatment is538

required. The later is therefore determined directly from calibration data sets. The events539

are triggered on signal (TOS), triggered independently of signal (TIS), and triggered on540

both (see Sect. 2). One can rewrite εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom as541

εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom =
NTIS +NTOS&!TIS

Nref

= εTIS + f × εTOS, (8)

where εTIS =
NTIS

Nref

,

f =
NTOS&!TIS

NTOS

, and εTOS =
NTOS

Nref

.

In the above equations, Nref is the number of triggerable events, and NTOS&!TIS the542

number of events only triggered by TOS (i.e. not by TIS). By the above treatment, the543

total efficiency is built from three observables: εTIS, f , and εTOS.544

The quantities εTIS and f are related to the TIS efficiency only. Therefore they are545

assumed to be the same for all the three channels B0
(s) → D0h+h− and are obtained from546

a data control channel. The value of f has been computed using the number of signal547

events in the highest statistic mode, B0 → D0π+π−, extracted from a fit to data for each548

trigger requirement: f = (69 ± 1)%. Its channel independent nature has been checked549

both on MC simulation and data with the 2 modes B0
(s) → D0K+K−. Similarly the value550

of εTIS is found to be (42.2± 0.7)%551

The efficiency εTOS is computed for the each of the 3 decay modes B0
(s) → D0h+h−552

from MC simulated PHSP samples corrected with a very large and pure calibration data553

set of D∗+ → D0[K−π+]π+ events. Studies on trigger performances [50–52] provide a554
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mapping for those corrections as a function of the type of the charged particles (kaon or555

pion), their electric charge, their pT , the region of the calorimeter region they impact, the556

magnet polarity (up or down), and the time period of data taking (year 2011 or 2012).557

The value of εTOS, for each the 3 signals, is listed in Table 2.558

B0 → D0π+π− B0 → D0K+K− B0
s → D0K+K−

εgeom (%) 15.8± 0.0 17.0± 0.0 16.9± 0.0
εsel | geom (%) 1.2± 0.0 1.14± 0.0 1.10± 0.0
εPID | sel & geom (%) 95.5± 1.2 75.7± 1.4 76.3± 2.0
εTIS (%) 42.2± 0.7 42.2± 0.7 42.2± 0.7
εTOS (%) 40.6± 0.6 40.3± 0.8 40.6± 1.2
ε̄DPcorr. (%) 85.5± 2.9 95.7± 4.1 101.0+3.2

−7.1
εtot,T IS (×10−4) 6.4± 0.2 5.9± 0.3 6.0+0.3

−0.5
εtot,TOS (×10−4) 6.1± 0.2 5.7± 0.3 5.8+0.3

−0.5
εtot(×10−4) 10.6± 0.3 9.8± 0.4 10.1+0.4

−0.6

Table 2: Value of εTOS (before and after accounting for three-body decay kinematic properties)
for the each three modes B0 → D0π+π−, B0 → D0K+K−, and B0

s → D0K+K−. In the Table
the rounded value 0.0 means “lower than 0.05”.

6.3 Total efficiency559

The simulated samples used to obtain the total selection efficiency εtot are generated with560

PHSP models for the three-body B0
(s) → D0h+h−. The three-body distributions in data561

are, however, significantly non-uniform (see Sect. 8). Therefore corrections on εtot are562

derived to account for the Dalitz plot (DP ) structures in the considered B-decays. The563

relative selection efficiency as a function of D0h+ and D0h− squared invariant masses564

ε(m2(D0h+),m2(D0h−)) is determined from the PHSP simulated sample and parametrised565

with a polynomial function of fourth order. The function ε(m2(D0h+),m2(D0h−)) is566

normalised such that its integral is unity over the kinematically allowed phase space. The567

total efficiency correction ε̄DPcorr. factor is calculated, accounting for the position of each568

candidate across the Dalitz plot, as569

ε̄DPcorr. =

∑
i ωi∑

i ωi/ε(m
2(D0h+),m2(D0h−))

, (9)

where m2(D0h+) and m2(D0h−) are the squared invariant masses of the D0h+ and570

D0h− combinations for the ith event in data, and ωi is its signal sWeight obtained571

from the nominal fit on the D0h+h− mass (mB0
(s)
∈ [5115; 6000] MeV/c2). The statistical572

uncertainties of the efficiency corrections have been evaluated with 1000 pseudo experiments573

per mode and are propagated later to the final measurements. This computation of the574

average efficiencies has been validated with a simpler cross-check method, where the Dalitz575

plane is divided into 100 bins for the D0π+π− channel and 20 for D0K+K− modes. This576

splitting has been been obtained according to the efficiency map of each decay, where577

areas with similar efficiencies are grouped together. The total average efficiency is then578

computed as a function of the efficiency and the number of events in each bin. The two579
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methods give very similar results within the uncertainties. The value ε̄DPcorr., for each the 3580

signals, is listed in Table 2.581

In Table 2 is given the value of the total efficiency εtot and its various components582

as computed, from Eq. 7. The relative values of εtot,T IS and εtot,TOS, for TIS and583

TOS triggered events are also given. The total efficiency is obtained as (see Eq. 8):584

εtot = εtot,T IS + f × εtot,TOS, where f = (69± 1)%. It can be noticed that the efficiencies585

of the 3 modes B0
(s) → D0h+h− are eventually similar.586

7 Systematic uncertainties587

The efficiencies have just been presented in Sect. 6.3. Selections are the same for all588

studied modes, except for the hardware trigger part and the PID requirements on the589

h+h− pair. So, most of the systematic uncertainties from the selections are canceled in the590

ratio of branching fractions and are therefore neglected. The main sources of systematic591

uncertainties arise from the modelling hypotheses and from the differences between the592

signal mode and the normalisation channel, when extracting of the numbers of events593

N(B0 → D0π+π−), N(B0 → D0K+K−), and the ratio rB0
s/B

0 .594

7.1 Trigger and PID595

The calculation of the hardware trigger efficiency has been extensively described in Sect. 6.2.596

To determine εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom, a data-driven method has been exploited. It is597

based on εTOS as offered by [51] and [53], and on the quantities f and εTIS, determined598

on the data control channel B0 →D0π+π− (see Eq. 8). The latter two quantities depend599

on the efficiency of the TIS part of the hardware trigger and are assumed to be the600

same for all the three modes. But as they are 100% correlated and their effect shall be601

considered together. Comparing channels with identical final states, there is no reason602

to expect a different value for f nor εTIS. So those factors are assumed to be the same603

for B0 →D0K+K− and B0
s →D0K+K− and no systematic associated with this. Then,604

when comparing B0 →D0K+K− and B0 →D0π+π−, the computed values both with data605

and MC simulation values are compatibles, but a conservative 2% systematic uncertainty,606

corresponding to the maximum observed deviation with MC simulation, is assigned on607

the ratio of their relative efficiencies εHW Trig|PID & sel & geom.608

A systematic uncertainty is associated to the efficiency εPID|sel & geom, when final states609

of the signal channel and the normalisation channel are different. As it was done in LHCb610

similar analyses [18, 54], for each track which differs in the signal channel and the control611

channel, an uncertainty of 0.5% per track due to the kaon or pion identification requirement612

is applied. As the same PID requirement are used for D0 daughters for all modes, those613

charged tracks do not need to be considered. The relevant systematic uncertainties614

are added linearly to account for correlations in these uncertainties. So an overall PID615

systematic uncertainty of 2% only on the ratio B(B0 → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−) is616

assigned.617
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7.2 Modelling of signals and backgrounds618

Systematic effects due to the imperfect modelling of both the signals and their backgrounds,619

in the fit to mD0h+h− used to extract their yields, have been studied. For each fit on mDπ+π−620

and mD0K+K− , additional MC simulated samples haven been considered. Moreover, the621

impact of backgrounds with a negative component or compatible with zero at one standard622

deviation has been evaluated. The various sources of systematic uncertainties discussed in623

this section are summarized in Table 3. The main sources are related to resolution effects624

and to the modelling of the signal and background shapes.625

A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the modelling of the probability density function626

Psig, defined in Eq. 1. The value of tail parameters α1,2 and n1,2 are fixed to the MC627

simulation results in the nominal fit on data of the invariant mass mD0π+π− . To test628

the validity of this constraint, new sets of tail parameters, according to the error matrix629

obtained from fitting to MC simulation, have been generated and used as new fixed values630

for fitting data. The variance of the new fitted yields is a 1.0% effect, set as the associated631

systematic uncertainty.632

For the fit on the D0K+K− distribution, the above changes on PDFs tails parameters633

correspond to a 1.4% relative effect on the yield N(B0 → D0K+K−) and 0.4% on the634

ratio rB0
s/B

0 . Another systematic uncertainty is linked to the relative resolution of the635

B0
s → D0K+K− distribution with respect to that of the B0 → D0K+K− signal. In the636

nominal fit, their resolutions are fixed to be the same. Alternatively, it has been tested637

that they can be proportional to the Q-value: Qd,(s) = mB0
(s)
−mD0 − 2mK , so that if the638

resolution of the B0 signal stays unchanged, that of the B0
s distribution is multiplied by639

Qs/Qd = 1.02. This results into a relative small change of 0.2% on N(B0 → D0K+K−),640

as expected, and a larger one of 1.7% on rB0
s/B

0 . A third systematic uncertainty on641

D0K+K− signal modelling is computed about the mass difference ∆mB which is left642

free during this fit. From this fit, the mass difference ∆mB = 88.29± 1.23 MeV/c2 is643

consistent with the value fixed during the nominal fit, which creates a relative change644

of 1.6% on N(B0 → D0K+K−)) and 3.8% on rB0
s/B

0 . Those 3 sources of systematic645

uncertainties on the D0K+K− modelling are considered as un-correlated, thus they are646

added in quadrature to get a global relative systematic uncertainty of 2.1% on the yield647

N(B0 → D0K+K−) and 4.2% on the ratio rB0
s/B

0 .648

For the nominal fit on mD0π+π− (see Table 1), the B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π− and649

B0 → D0K+π− components are the main peaking backgrounds and the contribution650

from B0
s → D∗0K−π+ is fixed to its expected value, computed with a MC simulation651

study. The background B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π− is modelled during the nominal fit with a non-652

parametric PDF determined on a PHSP MC simulated sample of B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π−.653

In an alternate approach, the modelling of that background is replaced by non-parametric654

PDFs determined from MC simulated samples of B0 → D∗0[D0γ]ρ0 with various polarisa-655

tions, inspired with the longitudinal polarisation fraction of colour-suppressed mode like656

B0 → D∗0ω, fL = (66.5± 4.7± 1.5)% [55] and colour-favoured mode like B0 → D∗−ρ+,657

fL = (88.5± 1.6± 1.2)% [56], confirmed by [57]. A systematic uncertainty of 1.6% on the658

B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π− modelling, corresponding to the furthest scenario from the nominal659

result, is assigned. A different model of MC generation for the background B0 → D0K+π−660

has been used to define the non-parametric PDF used in the nominal fit. The first is661

of type PHSP, while the other is uniformly distributed over the square version of the662

Dalitz plot (sq-Dalitz) [20]. Their relative difference gives a 0.3% relative effect due to663
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the B0 → D0K+π− modelling. The component B0
s → D∗0K−π+ has been found to be664

initially negative (and compatible with zero) and then fixed in the the nominal fit, such a665

constraint result into a relative systematic uncertainty of 0.4%.666

For the nominal fit on mD0K+K− , the backgrounds B0
s → D∗0K+K− and667

B0
s → D∗0K−π+ are the main components. In the nominal fit, the decay B0

s → D∗0K+K−668

is modelled with a non-parametric PDF from a PHSP MC sample of B0
s → D∗0K+K−.669

Another MC sample, the sq-Dalitz MC is used to determine another PDF, which corre-670

sponds to relative systematic uncertainties on N(B0 → D0K+K−) and rB0
s/B

0 of 0.5%671

and 1.3%. The component B0
s → D∗0K−π+ is modelled with a non-parametric PDF672

from sq-Dalitz MC. Alternatively, this background is modelled with a non-parametric673

PDF determined on a MC sample of B0
s → D∗0K∗0, with a polarisation inspired from674

the similar mode B+ → D∗0K∗+, fL = (86± 6± 3)% [58]. Such a change converts into675

relative systematic uncertainties on N(B0 → D0K+K−) and rBs/Bd
equal to 1.4% and676

0.4%.677

As has discussed in Sect. 4.5, the background yields from Λ0
b → D0pK− or D0pπ− and678

Ξ0
b → D0pπ− decays can be accessed by fitting the mass distributions of D0ph− which are679

obtained by changing the particle hypothesis of one of the K/π to proton. The systematic680

uncertainties on Λ0
b and Ξ0

b yields have been discussed and are taken into account in the681

constraint when fitting the D0h+h− invariant mass distributions. Therefore, no further682

systematic uncertainty due those constraints is assigned.683

Finally,the impact of the MC simulation tuning that is described in Sect. 4.4 has684

been evaluated when redoing the nominal fit without mass smearing and shifting. The685

resulting discrepancies are a relative effect of 0.5% on N(B0 → D0π+π−), 0.1% on686

N(B0 → D0K+K−), and 0.9% on rB0
s/B

0 .687

7.3 Summary of systematic uncertainties688

The systematic uncertainties contributing to the ratio of branching fractions689

B(B0 → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−) (see Eq. 5) are summarised in Table 4. Those690

for the ratio B(B0
s → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0K+K−) (see Eq. 6) are listed in Table 5.691

Source N(B0 → D0π+π−) N(B0 → D0K+K−) rB0
s/B

0

B0 → D0π+π− 1.0 − −
B0

(s) → D0K+K− − 2.1 4.2

B0 → D∗0[D0γ]π+π− 1.6 − −
B0 → D0K+π− 0.3 − −
B0
s → D∗0K−π+ 0.3 1.4 0.4

B0
s → D∗0K+K− − 0.5 1.3

Smearing & shifting 0.5 0.1 0.9
Total 2.0 2.6 4.5

Total on Nsig/Ncontrol 3.2 4.5

Table 3: Summary of relative (in %) systematic uncertainties on yields N(B0 → D0π+π−),
N(B0 → D0K+K−) and ratio rB0

s/B
0 , due to the PDFs modelling in the mD0π+π− and mD0K+K−

fits. The uncertainties are un-correlated and summed in quadrature.
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Source syst. uncertainty (%)
hardware trigger eff’cy 2.0

PID efficiency 2.0
PDFs modelling 3.2

Total 4.3

Table 4: Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on the ratio of branching fractions
B(B0 → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0π+π−).

Source syst. uncertainty (%)
PDFs modelling 4.5

fs/fd 7.8
Total 9.0

Table 5: Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on the ratio of branching fractions
B(B0

s → D0K+K−)/B(B0 → D0K+K−).
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Figure 7: B0 → D0K+K− Dalitz plot, D0K+K− candidates in B0 signal region
(mDK+K− ∈ [5240; 5320] MeV/c2).

The various sources of systematic uncertainties are un-correlated, so the total systematic692

uncertainty is the quadratic sum of all systematic uncertainties. For the second ratio the693

external input fs/fd = 0.256± 0.020 [44] is needed and introduces a dominant systematic694

uncertainty of 7.8%695
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Figure 8: B0
s → D0K+K− Dalitz plot, D0K+K− candidates in B0

s mass window
(mDK+K− ∈ [5327; 5407] MeV/c2).

8 Results on the branching fraction measurements696

and Dalitz plots697

To conclude, this study, based on the 3.0 fb−1 of data collected by the LHCb experi-698

ment between 2011 and 2012, permits to improve the precision on the branching ratio699

measurement of the B0 → D0K+K− decay and to make the first observation of the700

B0
s → D0K+K− decay. Based on Eqs. 5 and 6, the ratios of branching fractions are701

measured to be702

B(B0 → D0K+K−)

B(B0 → D0π+π−)
= (6.9± 0.4± 0.3)%, (10)

and703

B(B0
s → D0K+K−)

B(B0 → D0K+K−)
= (94.1± 8.9± 8.5)%, (11)

where the first uncertainties are statistical uncertainties and the second are systematic704

uncertainties.705

The branching fraction B(B0 → D0π+π−) = (8.8± 0.5)× 10−4 [35] is used to extract706

absolute branching fraction and the branching ratio of B0 → D0K+K− is measured to be707

B(B0 → D0K+K−) = (6.1± 0.4± 0.3± 0.3)× 10−5, (12)

where the first uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty, the second is the systematic708

uncertainty and the third is the uncertainty due to the normalisation with B(B0 → D0ππ).709

The B0
s → D0K+K− branching ratio is measured to be710

B(B0
s → D0K+K−) = (5.7± 0.5± 0.5± 0.5)× 10−5, (13)

where the first uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty, the second is the systematic un-711

certainty and the third is the uncertainty due to the normalisation with B(B0 → D0KK).712
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Those measurements are fully compatible with the previous LHCb results [17] of these de-713

cays, where B
(
B0 → D0K+K−

)
= (4.7±0.9±0.6±0.5)×10−5 and B

(
B0
s → D0K+K−

)
=714

(4.2± 1.3± 0.9± 1.1)× 10−5. They are more accurate and therefore supersede them.715

The measurement of the branching ratios measurement of B(B0
(s) → D0K+K−) is the716

first step towards a Dalitz analysis of these modes, which require more statistics and purer717

samples, anyway with the present data set some structures can be spotted with preliminary718

inspections of the Dalitz plots of the decays B0 → D0K+K− and B0
s → D0K+K−.719

The Dalitz plot (m2(D0K+),m2(K−K+)) distribution of D0K+K− candidates lying720

in the B0 mass window: mD0K+K− ∈ [5240; 5320] MeV/c2, is displayed on Fig. 7. Several721

resonances are clearly observable. In the K+K− system, the resonances a0(980) and f0(980)722

seem to be dominant. For the D0K+ system, the first peak corresponds to the decay723

B0 → Ds2(2573)−K+, with Ds2(2573)− → D0K− and the second peak unambiguously724

corresponds to the D∗sJ(2860)− resonance, previously observed by LHCb [59,60].725

The Dalitz plot (m2(D0K+),m2(K−K+)) distribution of D0K+K− candidates lying726

in the B0
s mass window: mDK+K− ∈ [5327; 5407] MeV/c2, is shown on Fig. 8. Here as well,727

some resonances can be clearly identified. In the K+K− system, the the resonance φ(1020)728

is observed and the study of the corresponding events constitutes a separate publication729

(WILL QUOTE HERE THE Phys. Rev. Lett. COMPANION PAPER). There730

could be some hint of accumulation of events in a quite broad structure around 1.7 GeV/c2,731

which may correspond to the φ(1680). In the D0K+ system, the Ds2(2573)− resonance is732

also identifiable.733

A full Dalitz plot analysis looks promising with additional LHCb data for the study of734

D∗∗s spectroscopy, particularly in the case of J = 1 D-waves states (and maybe even J = 1735

F-waves). The differences between the B0 and B0
s modes are also interesting.736
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